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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Judith Maxwell
I am arguing that it is people that make an economy go.
The economy is not a machine to produce widgets, it is
a complex organism driven by human capacity. And people
function best when they are self-reliant and living in
supportive environments. 3
If we understand the four fundamental enabling conditions
for human development, we can all do a better job in our
leadership roles in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors.
The four enabling conditions are:
Social policy is not just the ambulance for economic policy.1
Nor, I would add, is good social policy a brake on economic
growth. The two work together in a remarkable synergy,
which we can document at the macro level of society as
well as in the daily lives of Canadians at home, at work,
and in their communities. Canada lost that synergy in the
hard times of the 1980s and 1990s,2 and our task now, at
the start of a new century, is to create a new one that links
our social and economic lives into a positive sum game.
The success and well-being of any individual depends on his
productive capacity and his social capabilities. A rich man
who lives in isolation has nothing but his riches. A Ph.D. in
engineering cannot achieve her full potential if she cannot be
a team player who relates well to her colleagues, clients and
suppliers. A corporation that ignores the needs and values of
customers and employees will see a direct hit on the bottom
line, no matter how efficient it is.
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Adequate income
Preferably earned income sufficient to buy food, clothing,
shelter, and transportation, but transfer payments are
needed when earned income falls below “adequate.” 4
Close personal networks
Family members, neighbours, friends who provide
companionship, mutual respect and support, help with
problem solving and serve as “networks” to connect the
individual to the wider society.
Supportive communities
People-friendly neighbourhoods and workplaces, 5
opportunities for give and take in recreation and in
volunteering, a sense of physical safety on the streets,
access to spiritual and cultural resources.
Effective public services
Access to good quality education, health care, public
transportation, a respected justice system.
CPRN originally developed this concept of enabling
conditions in our work on early childhood,6 but further
work in the past two years shows that adults’ success also
depends on their access to family and community resources.7
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Federal Minister:
“I have told my senior officials to read
Judith Maxwell’s Reflexion on Canada’s
Social and Economic Choices.”
There is a remarkable interdependence between people
and place, and between income and services.
For example, even modest incomes can be inadequate if
there is no affordable housing 8 or if people have to pay
for their own education and health care.9 And parents can
balance their work and family responsibilities better if the
workplace offers flexible hours and work arrangements,10
and if there is a reliable neighbourhood day care centre.
Synergy has been lost in the past few decades because
economic and demographic trends in many industrialized
countries have put these enabling conditions at risk.
• The migration of jobs from inner cities to suburbs
has left city residents without cars stranded – unless
there is good public transit.
• The trend toward larger, more distant grocery stores
creates a severe economic disadvantage for inner-city
poor families.11
• Shrinking family size and the mobility of younger
generations has created distances that make close
family ties ineffective. This has been compounded
by the frequency of divorce and separation.
• Education and skill have become the key influence
on employment and income, leaving those with
limited human capital at a clear disadvantage.12
Yet, 13 percent of young people aged 25 to 29 have
not completed high school, and another 29 percent
have only a high school education.13
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• The remarkable explosion of wealth created by the
“new economy” has magnified the tendency for both
rich and poor to cluster in their own neighbourhoods.14
• Citizens are now expected to pay a greater share of the
costs of education (early childhood and post-secondary),
to provide more of their own ancillary health care
services, and to invest in their own “employability.”
As these trends have gained momentum in Canada and
in other industrialized countries, social analysts in many
industrialized countries have begun to focus on a growing
core of people who have been “left behind.”15
Frank Graves of Ekos Research Associates refers to an
emerging underclass of Canadians who are completely
disengaged from society – anomic. About 30 percent
of the population in Canada report that they have lost
all control over their lives. About half of them seem to
be stuck in this state, year after year. And the disturbing
fact is that young men are over-represented in this group.
When Michael Hatfield identified distressed neighbourhoods
in Canada, two distinguishing factors were: a) at least 2 in
5 youth were not in school; and b) at least 1 in 3 men were
not working full time.16
Alice Rivlin, former Vice-Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board, and now a Senior Scholar at The Brookings Institution
has reflected on these trends as follows:
“The biggest challenge of affluence is to make the economy
more inclusive – to substantially and visibly open up
opportunities to those that are not now able to participate –
and to do that in ways that will enhance rather than
destroy the productivity growth that makes the affluence
possible. This will take a double agenda – a people agenda
and a place agenda.” 17
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She argues that the people agenda cannot succeed without a
place agenda – building thriving communities in places that
have been left behind.
The place agenda marks the return of an important theme
in social policy. (In the past few decades, Canadians have
focussed on “regional development” but have ignored cities
and neighbourhoods.) This agenda presents old dilemmas
and new opportunities.
One of the old dilemmas is mobility. Should we encourage
people to leave the neighbourhood? Should we try to move
jobs and services into the community? Or, is the answer
better transportation systems?
Another old dilemma is how to create the education and
skill opportunities that will help the new generations become
upwardly mobile. Schools in the distressed neighbourhoods
face far greater challenges than those in more prosperous
areas because many of the children arrive at school hungry,
distracted, and without the social and cognitive skills that
enable them to learn.
Inside the dilemmas are promising opportunities to integrate
the social and the economic in the place agenda.
• If a neighbourhood has a large number of idle,
unschooled and anomic young men, why not offer
apprenticeship programs at an early age, before the
cynicism takes over? Being actively employed and
learning a trade can build self-esteem in the short
run and lead to a high earning capacity in later years.
• If there is a lack of affordable housing of good quality,
why not mobilize underemployed people (including
the apprentices) to repair, clean, build and maintain
new units? Taking control of the housing problem is
a first step toward responsible citizenship.

• If the local school is struggling to serve a deprived and
hopeless population, why not make it a beacon school
with the leadership and resources it will need to help
that population become part of the mainstream?
There is no single order of government that owns this place
agenda. City, provincial, and federal governments all have
a stake through the income supports and services they are
already providing. These concentrations of poverty and social
distress are costly for all three governments – as they are
breeding grounds for crime, poor health, and dependency.
Investing in these communities will bring hope today and
self-reliance tomorrow, and, at the same time, contribute to
the economic well-being of all Canadians. This way, social
policy is integral to economic success. And that’s synergy!

Judith Maxwell
Postscript
The terrible events of September 11, 2001, took place
after our annual report went to the printers. Clearly,
the context for public policy shifted as a result of those
events and Canadians have begun to rethink many
established assumptions.
The history of recent major wars, from the Boer War
onward, shows us that victory requires concerted action
on the home front, including both economic and social
policy. In wartime, governments have planned and begun
to implement some of the most important shifts in social
programming. These initiatives have, in turn, made an
important contribution to our economic success.
The lesson of history is that this is precisely the moment
to advance, not to postpone, innovative social and
economic policies.
J. M.
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